
mum used to say
wave at the people on the train children 
come rain or shine we did and someone,
a stranger, always waved back  

when I have aged too far 
and I am bound to the youth of others 
when my eyes are of wintered glass 
your world sharp no more
I shall see still the much and the
each a trigger, a time tattoo, a hand in a night 
and if I wake not of flesh but chrome   
like frozen reflected light 
with then to my past I will roam , wide eyed 
not from the cards I've been dealt 
but for the kinds of strangers I have felt 

I see the promise of evenings warm,
and windfall fruit, sweet picked 
from Eiderdown grass
and the run of infant ripples over still water 
carrying long days into twilights
reluctant to pass 
I see those days when the air is like sips of mint 
when twigs have a delicate frost 
that smooths gnarled  bark to precious 
until the sun melts their budding free 

and those rare balmy tea-light evenings 
patio's decorated with voices known 
laughing  against the night 
as if sleep has been cured 

I can stand again within summers green,
arms cruciform better to feel 
the winds run over the fields 
grasses bowing in deference
a soft comb that brings sight
to the passing, lulling me to
the very edge of slumber 
where stories lie waiting;

there are so many happy days above the ordinary 
and yet it is to the common and not the peculiar 
that I choose to go
when our wakeful hours were filled 
with beautiful living, an arrogant an hour together 
we proclaimed the puzzle of hearts resolved

A SMALL COIN



my father speaking of his life as a child 
his eyes dripping sea and rain from long ago 
staring at places lost to all but him 
tumbling age as if it had no rule 
and the smile that appeared, escaped from 
times keep, a glimpse of the boy 
he had once been 

those times of lighthouse flashes 
that scored through haze and hum
a smile lent to a sip 
would topple laughter,
free from its precarious perch,
we sad lets climb thrill rails once more,
and drink blues and brandy 
until we pals we forever children
slump giggle-pissed and hilarious 
to await heavy lids and adulthood  

I feel I should weep, but don't know why
perhaps for old hands stiffened to claws
or for when the future was yet to be drawn
and filled with detail,
sadness always seems somewhere near,
but I smile, content the earth  will always turn 
indifferent to life's eccentricities 
marking time in my small window 
with past and future on either side 
shuttered to tease the curious 
life is such an absurd employment 
given and then taken 
with no reason no purpose
so that is the price we pay  
and in the end it is small coin 
to pay for such a loan 


